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Abstract: English is a linguistic subject. The key point of English teaching lies in cultivating 
students' English literacy and improving their abilities of listening, speaking, reading and writing. 
Due to the teaching requirements and characteristics of linguistic disciplines, English teachers' 
discourse in class has an important impact on the quality of English teaching. The discourse used by 
English teachers in the classroom plays an important role in organizing teaching, and it is also an 
important language input for students. In the classroom, students' direct contact with English is the 
language of English teachers. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure the authenticity of English 
teachers' discourse in the classroom. The authenticity of teachers' discourse in English class is 
conducive to bringing students into English situations, making students speak English more realistic 
and natural, and stimulating students' English learning ability. This paper mainly discusses how to 
increase the authenticity of teachers' discourse in English class and the effect of authenticity of 
teachers' discourse in English class on students' English learning. The authenticity of teachers' 
discourse in English class can be examined from three perspectives, that is, situational authenticity, 
linguistic authenticity and content authenticity.  

1. Introduction 
Teachers' discourse in classroom is the main method for teachers to implement teaching methods, 

especially for language subjects. Teachers' language in classroom is the main embodiment of 
teaching methods. English teachers' language in classroom has a direct impact on students' English 
learning quality and efficiency. And it to a certain extent reflects the teacher's teaching ability, 
teaching ideas and ideas. The discourse used by teachers in the classroom can not only serve as a 
medium to transfer knowledge to students, but also affect their learning methods to a certain extent, 
their learning efficiency and their ideological concepts. The authenticity of teachers' language in 
classroom is the teaching quality that teachers must possess in English teaching. So the study of the 
authenticity of teachers' discourse in English classroom is an important project to improve the 
quality of English teaching and to study teachers' teaching ability.  

At present, some domestic educators have done some research on the role of authenticity of 
teachers' language in English classroom. Because it has a great impact on the quality of English 
classroom teaching and the improvement of students' English quality, it has become a hot topic in 
the field of education. Teachers' direct use of English to communicate with students in English class 
plays a positive role in English classroom teaching in China and can increase the role of English in 
teaching. In this way, English can be used as both the target language of teaching and the medium 
language of teaching. What’s more, teachers can not only inculcate English as knowledge to 
students, but also make it play a role in organizing the teaching process.  

2. Situational authenticity of English teachers' classroom discourse  
The authenticity of language situations in English classroom has a great influence on students' 

practical English knowledge. Since the main purpose of English classroom is education rather than 
social intercourse, there are unique communicative principles and traditions in English classroom. 
There are many differences between this communicative approach and the social norms in real 
society. However, teachers should take full account of the actual communicative situation and the 
organic combination of needs in creating English communicative situations to ensure that the 
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teaching situation in English classroom can not only impart practical English knowledge, but also 
make it accord with the characteristics of the teaching classroom. This requires teachers to provide 
personal feedback on the content of students' speeches rather than the accuracy of language forms 
when they interact with students in classroom situational teaching. This kind of communication is 
more conducive to putting the interactive discourse on the track of real communication than simple 
communication, rather than simply correcting and practicing language. The authentic language 
interaction scenarios can train students' English ability and reaction ability in actual communication, 
which is more conducive to improving students' English quality than the simple language form 
training.  

3. Linguistic authenticity of English teachers' classroom discourse  
The authenticity of English teachers' classroom discourse refers to the language used by teachers 

in the classroom which has practical significance and function. The ultimate goal of language 
teaching should not be to enable students to achieve higher scores in written tests and neglect 
students' ability to actually listen to and speak English. Moreover, English teachers' use of 
meaningful and useful words in class has many advantages for students' English learning.  

3.1 Being prepare students for real communication in the future 
The ultimate goal of language discipline is to be able to use it in real life. The authenticity of the 

English teacher's discourse in the classroom directly determines whether the students can contact 
the English knowledge of practical significance and function in the first time. If the teacher uses the 
authenticity of the discourse in the classroom teaching, the students will be able to immerse 
themselves in a lot of daily learning in the cumulative process of classroom learning. The use of 
authentic discourse in the classroom by English teachers can improve the students' knowledge of 
oral English in daily communication and prepare them for practical English communication in their 
future life.  

3.2 Being conducive to motivate students' learning motivation 
The low initiative of students in English learning is one of reasons that hinder the improvement 

of students' English literacy. This is mainly because students can't understand the practicality of 
English in English learning. Especially in the Chinese background, there are very few students who 
can use English to communicate. In addition, English teaching in China is more focused on 
exam-oriented education. Among them, the written test scores account for a large proportion of 
English scores, which leads students to learn English more grammar and English sentence structure, 
and does not pay attention to the oral English knowledge and English pronunciation used in daily 
practical communication. Teachers can use the authentic English discourse in the classroom to 
create an English communication environment for students. It can make students not only feel that 
English learning is not boring reciting words and memorizing grammar, but also realize that English 
is a very useful language. Only when students are aware of the role of English can actively learn 
English. The authenticity of teachers' discourse in classroom is an important way to stimulate 
students to learn English. 

3.3 Being helpful for students to notice the changing language phenomenon 
One of the characteristics of linguistics is that it has different forms and meanings in different 

contexts. Changing language phenomena are one of the main characteristics of language science. 
However, in the traditional English teaching mode, teachers usually use Chinese to explain 
knowledge, and the English knowledge they teach is limited to the content of the textbook. The only 
way to train students' listening and speaking ability is to listen to English. Teachers can help 
students to listen to the paper and carry out a short English conversation in class. This kind of 
English teaching method can neither let the student experience the unceasing change language 
phenomenon, nor let them realize the English language charm. The use of authentic English 
discourse in the classroom helps students to notice the changing language phenomena, and authentic 
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language materials can reflect the changing phenomena in the language. The changing phenomena 
of the language need students to contact authentic contexts for a long time to realize. Therefore, The 
authenticity of teachers in classroom discourse is very necessary in English teaching.  

4. Conclusion 
At present, many English teachers haven't realized the importance of using authentic English 

discourse in classroom for teaching quality and efficiency. Some teachers have realized the 
importance of using authentic English in class, but in the actual teaching process. It may be due to 
objective teaching conditions, or perhaps due to personal English literacy factors, teachers can not 
always adhere to the use of authentic English language teaching in the classroom. However, some 
English teachers who try to use authentic discourse in the classroom may lack authenticity because 
of lack of experience. If the communicative situation lacks authenticity, the discourse will also lack 
authenticity.  

Or some teachers simply consider the explanation of language knowledge, and the English used 
in class is not authentic enough. Some languages are seldom used in real life, or even do not exist at 
all. It is hoped that the discussion on the authenticity of teachers' discourse in English class will 
promote the concern and discussion of the colleagues in the educational circles.  
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